
Monitoring and Scaling 
My Application

In the last chapter, we looked at how we could use Amazon's queuing and 
notifi cation services to add value to our existing application. We looked at how we 
could use these services to open up our application to other services running in our 
AWS environment.

In this chapter, we will be looking at how monitoring and autoscaling can be added 
to make our application nimble enough to withstand unexpected failures and spikes 
in traffi c. As part of this, we will be looking at:

 Amazon CloudWatch
 Autoscaling

Autoscaling
 Autoscaling  is a feature of AWS that allows extra EC2 instances to be added to your 
infrastructure automatically during periods of high load, and then allows the same 
instances to be decommissioned automatically when the load has passed. While this 
seems great in principle, in practice, this is harder to achieve than the hype suggests.
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One of the biggest hurdles to overcome that enable Autoscaling to be practical 
is that most enterprise applications are not built around the principles of scaling 
horizontally. Let's take a look at our sample enterprise application Waaah:

As seen in the previous diagram, while both the web servers and the application 
servers can scale horizontally, the database servers are limited to one instance. Using 
Microsoft SQL Server, we can provide redundancy and failover as in the case of the 
architecture previously mentioned, but we cannot add extra SQL Server instances 
and expect the load to be evenly balanced between them.

 For example, if the load on our sample application Waaah doubled, we could double 
the number of web servers and application servers as follows:
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But we couldn't double the number of database servers.

However, this is a good start. Amazon web services provide autoscaling—that 
we can use to manage the web and application servers—which we will look at 
implementing in the following sections. 

Installing the AWS Autoscaling tools
1. To get started with AWS Autoscaling, we will need to install the  autoscaling 

command-line tools and the CloudWatch command-line tools   , as autoscaling 
has yet to be implemented into the AWS console. To install the tools, go to 
the following URL and download the Auto Scaling API Tools:
http://aws.amazon.com/developertools/2535

2. Extract the ZIP fi le and copy the Autoscaling-1.0.33.1 directory to your 
previously located C:\AWS location.

You may fi nd that the version is slightly different as 
the tools are regularly updated.
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3. Now edit the aws_env.cmd fi le that we created earlier and add the following 
two lines:
set AWS_AUTO_SCALING_HOME=C:\AWS\AutoScaling-1.0.33.1

set PATH=C:\AWS\AutoScaling-1.0.33.1\bin;%PATH%

4. To run the tools fi rstly change to the C:\AWS directory and run the aws_env.
cmd fi le. All of the tools should now be available.

5. To test if everything is working correctly, run the following command:

C:\AWS> as-describe-launch-configs

You should see the following output, as at this point we haven't set up 
our Autoscaling:

Installing the CloudWatch API tools
1. To install the Amazon CloudWatch tools , go to the following URL:

http://aws.amazon.com/developertools/2534
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2. Extract the ZIP fi le and copy the CloudWatch-1.0.9.5 directory to your 
previously located C:\AWS location.

You may fi nd that the version is slightly different as 
the tools are regularly updated.

3. Now edit the previously created aws_env.cmd fi le and add the following 
two lines:
set AWS_CLOUDWATCH_HOME=C:\AWS\CloudWatch-1.0.9.5

set PATH=C:\AWS\CloudWatch-1.0.9.5\bin;%PATH%

4. To run the tools fi rstly change to the C:\AWS directory and run the aws_env.
cmd fi le. All of the tools should now be available.

5. To test if everything is working correctly, run the following command:

C:\AWS> mon-describe-alarms

You should see the following output, as at this point we haven't set up 
any alarms: 

Architecture changes to Waaah for 
autoscaling
Now that we have installed our autoscaling tools, let's look at how we implement 
autoscaling. The fi rst thing to understand about autoscaling is that it doesn't 
understand anything about our architecture or how we connect between servers. 
Autoscaling will look at a set of conditions and based on the result either start 
up or shutdown a new EC2 instance based on an EC2 image that we supply. So 
immediately we can see that any servers that we autoscale must be able to be set up 
exactly the same.
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If we look at the architecture shown previously, we can see that this isn't currently 
the case, each web server connects to the corresponding application server located 
below it, that requires a connection string change to each web server. To remedy this, 
we will be introducing another AWS load balancer between the web server layer and 
the application server layer as follows:

Then we will modify the connection string for the application server in our web 
servers to point to the AWS Load Balancer . One of the added benefi ts of this is that 
we no longer need to allocate Elastic IP Addresses  to each app server, as the load 
balancer address will be the only address we need. 

Creating the application server load balancer
 So to get started let's create an application server load balancer. In the AWS console, 
select Load Balancers in the left-hand navigation pane and click on the Create Load 
Balancer button. Give it a name and remove the Apache HTTP Server entry and add 
a Microsoft IIS entry instead. Click on Continue and edit the Ping path to the address 
of your WCF application service. In our case, it is /Waah-WcfService/Widget.svc. 
Click on Continue and add the current two application server instances.
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An important note to make is that AWS load balancers cannot use AWS 
security groups and therefore cannot currently be secured. At this point 
in time, the only way around is to use your own load balancer rather 
than the AWS load balancer for the middle tier. A good example of an 
alternative to ELB is HAProxy (http://haproxy.1wt.eu). 

Creating the autoscaling confi guration
 Now that we have completed the changes necessary to our web and application 
servers, it's time to start confi guring our autoscaling confi guration. In our 
confi guration, we will allow the number of web servers and application servers 
to double when the load increases, and then decrease to the original size when the 
load decreases.

To make this happen, the fi rst thing we need to do is specify the Amazon Machine 
Image (AMI)  and an EC2 Instance Type . We do that in a launch confi guration.

After we have created our launch confi guration (so we know what machine image 
to launch on what instance type), we need to specify the Auto Scaling Group. The 
autoscaling group defi nes which availability zone your instances will spin up in 
and defi nes the minimum and maximum number of instances that are allowed 
to operate.

Once these have been created, we will then need to defi ne our scale-up and our 
scale-down policies, and link them to a CloudWatch metric.

Creating the launch confi guration
 To create the launch confi guration, fi rst we need to create an AMI. The easiest way 
to do this is to take a copy of one of our existing web servers and application servers 
using the Create Image (EBS AMI) command in the Instances window in the AWS 
console.

Once you have created your AMIs, run the following command:

C:\AWS> as-create-launch-config <NAME> --image-id <AMI> --instance-type 
<INSTANCE TYPE> --group <SECURITY GROUP>

For example, if your AMI was called ami-7cb54915 and the instance type was 
m1.large, then the command would be:

C:\AWS> as-create-launch-config WebLaunchConfig --image-id ami-7cb54915 
--instance-type m1.large –group "Web Serve rs"

Where the name of the launch confi guration would be WebLaunchConfig.
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Note the –group option, this makes sure that any new 
instances are launched into the correct security group when 
they are launched.

This will create a launch confi guration for our web servers. Repeat this for 
the application server, so that we have a launch group for both the web and 
application servers. 

Creating the autoscaling group
 Now that we have created our launch confi gurations, we need to create autoscaling 
groups for both the web servers and the application servers. When we create the 
group, we will be able to specify the load balancer that the group will service. To do 
this run the following command:

C:\AWS> as-create-auto-scaling-group WebAutoScaleGroup --launch-
configuration WebLaunchConfig --availability-zones us-east-1a --min-size 
2 --max-size 4 –load-balancers my-load-balancer

This will set both the availability zone as well as the maximum and minimum 
number of instances in our group.

After creating your autoscale groups, go to the AWS console and take a look at the 
running instances. The fi rst thing you will see is two more instances based on your 
web servers and two more instances based on your application servers running. As 
soon as you created the autoscale groups they became active!

It will take a couple of minutes after creating the autoscale 
group before the group starts up the minimum two instances.
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Let's take a moment to look at the previous screenshot. As you can see, after creating 
an autoscale group for both our web servers and application servers, four new 
instances have been created. Two of these instances are in the App Servers security 
group, and two are in the Web Servers security group. Note, however, that they are 
not named, nor do they have an associated key pair. 

We could have specifi ed the key pair when we specifi ed the 
launch confi g by using the –key option .

Now let's take a look at our load balancers:

As we can see from the previous screenshot, we have two more instances that 
have been added to our web load balancer automatically. We know that they are 
operating correctly because the status for all four of the instances (the two original 
instances and the two new instances) is all In Service.

However, our autoscaling group, at this point, does not respond to changes in the 
load on our web servers and our applications servers. To enable this, fi rst we will 
need to create a Policy and then link it to a CloudWatch metric. 
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Creating an autoscale policy
 The autoscale policy can be thought of as the action that will occur when an event in 
the CloudWatch gets triggered. We will need to create two policies, one to scale up, 
and one to scale down.

To create our scale-up policy, fi rst we will need to make a few decisions. We will 
need to decide on whether we will adjust the size of our autoscale pool of servers to 
a fi xed amount, by a percentage or by a number. We will also need to decide on how 
long we wait between autoscaling events. For example, if we decide to add another 
server, how long do we wait until we add another server if the load is still high.

For our sample application Waaah, we are going to add one server at a time and we 
are going to wait 2 minutes or 120 seconds between autoscaling events. To create the 
scale-up policy run the following command:

C:\AWS> as-put-scaling-policy WebScaleUp --type ChangeInCapacity 
--adjustment 1 --cooldown 120 --auto-scaling-group WebAutoScaleGroup

This will return the Amazon Resource Name (ARN)  of the scaling policy.

Run the same command again to create the scale-down policy, but this time change 
the adjustment to -1 and the name to WebScaleDown:

C:\AWS> as-put-scaling-policy WebScaleDown --type ChangeInCapacity 
"--adjustment=-1" --cooldown 120 --auto-scaling-group WebAutoScaleGroup

Note the use of quotes and the equals sign when 
specifying negative values.

Creating the CloudWatch metric
  Now that we have created our autoscaling policy, we need to hook them up to a 
CloudWatch metric. To do this, we need the following information:

 The name of the metric
 The period
 The threshold

For our sample application Waaah, we'll use the following rule:

"If the average CPU over a period of 30 seconds is above 80 percent, then call the 
WebScaleUp policy"
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To implement this, run the following command:

C:\AWS> mon-put-metric-alarm WebHighCPUAlarm  --comparison-
operator  GreaterThanThreshold  --evaluation-periods  1 --metric-name  
CPUUtilization  --namespace  "AWS/EC2"  --period  120  --statistic 
Average --threshold  80 --alarm-actions arn:aws:autoscaling:us-east-
1:764516644405:scalingPolicy:d3c53ac8-fa73-4cfd-9a06-a5f9d7e1a58f:autoSca
lingGroupName/WebAutoScaleGroup:policyName/WebScaleUp --dimensions "AutoS
calingGroupName=WebAutoScaleGroup"

In the previous screenshot, you can see both the commands for adding a scale-up 
metric as well as a scale-down metric.

There is quite a bit to this command, so let's break it down into its individual 
components:  

Command Description
--comparison-operator  
GreaterThanThreshold   

This defi nes whether the metric is a greater than 
or less than threshold. Typically, this would be 
GreaterThanThreshold for a scale-up metric, 
and a LessThanThreshold for a scale-down 
metric.

--evaluation-periods  1 This defi nes the number of consecutive periods 
that the value needs to be compared to before 
action is taken.

--metric-name  CPUUtilization This is the name of the metric to measure. There 
are many metrics to choose from within the 
CloudWatch API, to get a list of them run the 
mon-list-metrics command.

--namespace  "AWS/EC2"   This is the namespace of the metric. The 
value should always be set to the above for 
autoscaling.

--period  120   This is the period over which the metric should 
be compared.
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Command Description
--statistic Average This is the metric value to use.

--threshold  80 The threshold is measured in percent for this 
metric. For the alarm to be triggered, in this 
case, the Average CPU over a period of 120 
seconds must be over 80 percent.

--alarm-actions 
arn:aws:autoscaling:us-east-
1:764516644405:scalingPolicy:
d3c53ac8-fa73-4cfd-9a06-a5f9d
7e1a58f:autoScalingGroupName/
WebAutoScaleGroup:policyName/
WebScaleUp

This is the ARN that was created when the 
policy was created.

--dimensions "AutoScalingGroup
Name=WebAutoScaleGroup" 

This limits the scope of what servers to 
monitor, in this case, just monitor the servers, 
which are part of the autoscaling group 
WebAutoScaleGroup. 

Checking our autoscaling
Now that we have attached our policies to our CloudWatch alarms, our autoscaling 
confi guration is complete.

To check the status of our alarms, run the following command:

C:\AWS>mon-describe-alarms

Looking at the output from the previous command, we can see that the 
WebHighCPUAlarm is currently in an OK status, which makes sense in this 
situation, as there are currently no users using our sample application Waaah. The 
WebLowCPUAlarm, however, shows a status of ALARM, which also makes sense, as the 
CPU average was sitting on zero when this screenshot was taken.

Each time the ALARM is triggered, an instance will be added, or an instance will be 
taken away, up to the minimum and maximum limits set for the autoscale group—in 
this case the minimum was two and the maximum was four.
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To get a summary of our autoscale group, run the following command:

C:\AWS> as-describe-auto-scaling-groups --headers

This will return the following: 

Final confi guration changes
Now that our autoscaling is complete for both our web servers and our application 
servers, we can stop our initial web servers (WEB01 and WEB02) and our initial 
application servers (APP01 and APP02) as these servers are no longer required. After 
these servers have been shut down, we can release the elastic IP addresses back to 
AWS for the application servers, as these are no longer required.

We have now completed our implementation of autoscaling on AWS. Here is our 
fi nal architecture:


